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To aid, whon, it naily concern.
Be it known that I, WILLIAM G. HUMPEIREYS, of Seneca, in the county of Oconee
and State of South Carolina, have invented a
new and Improved Quilting Attachment for
Sewing-Machines, of which the following is a
full, clear, and exact description.
The invention consists of the special ar
rangement and construction of the parts of the
frame, all as hereinafter described and claimed.
Reference is to be had to the accompanying
drawing, forming part of this specification,
which is a perspective view of my new and im

proved quiting-frame arranged for use.
A represents an elevated rail or track; B, a
roller attachment placed thereon, and C rep
resents the quilting-frame, which is suspended
from the lower ends of the side pieces b b of
the roller attachment B by the cords D D,
which are made adjustable by the grip-blocks
did, or by other suitable means for raising or
lowering the frame Cas circumstances require.
The rail or bar Ain this instance is attached
to the ceiling overhead by the hanger's E. E.;
but instead it might be attached to the walls,
door or Window casing, or Supported upon
suitable uprights resting upon the floor.
The roller attachment B is composed in this
instance of the side pieces b b above men
tioned and the cross-piece l', to which the
side pieces b b are attached in such manner
as to diverge downward and away from each
other. The side pieces b b are bifurcated at
their upper ends and straddle the bar A, and
have the grooved wheels lib, journaled be
tween the parts thereof, so as to run upon the
upper edge of the bar A, as shown clearly in
the drawing. The lower ends of the side
pieces b have in this instance the holes did
made through them for the passage of the sus
pending-cords DD; but other ordinary means
for attaching the cords DD might be used, if
desired.
The quilting-frame C is composed of the

side pieces c c and the rollers ff, that are 45

journaled
in and between the side pieces e e
at their ends.

The goods F to be quilted are placed upon
the rollersff and attached by hooks or nails,
and these rollers are then rolled in opposite So
directions to draw the goods taut lengthwise,
the rollers being held from backward move
ment by the double-acting pawl G, pivoted to
the inner surface of one of the side pieces c,
the ends of which pawl engage simultaneously 55
with the ratchets g g, attached to or formed
upon corresponding ends of the rollers ff.
The goods F are drawn taut edgewise by the
elastics F, h, secured at one end to the opposite
side pieces co, and provided at the other end 6o
With the spring-clampsh'h', which are adapted
to grasp and hold the opposite edges of the
goods. The upper edges of the side pieces C
c are provided with the hooks i i, by which
the cords DD are attached to the frame C for 65
suspending it from the roller attachment B.
In use the goods to be quilted will be at
tached to the frame C, as shown in the draw
ing, and then one of the rollers f will be
passed under the needle-arm of the sewing- 7o
machine, and the sewing-machine set in mo
tion, the frame C being moved backward and
forward and the goods shifted by rolling and
unrolling the rollers f as the quilting proceeds.
In this manner the work may be very easily 75
and rapidly done.
Having thus described my invention, claim

as new and desire to secure by Letters Patent
The combination, with the rollersff, jour

maled in frame C, and having latchets g g at 8o
their ends, of the double-acting pawl G, piv
oted centrally to the frame between said roll
ers, with its ends engaging the ratchets, sub
stantially as shown and described.
WILLIAM G. HUMPHREYS.
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